
Leroy is in class,

Training

Powers Unleased 

Goes to love interest for advice/ informs him of his father

On their journey to the fire planet, they are attacked by space pirates. 

goes to fire planet 

Declaration of war by the fire planet

Test of power On earth

United strike on the fire planet

Everyone is engaging in combat. As he arrives at the battle field, warriors are being burned alive by the
fire warriors.

Leroy Defeats the fire king, learns to control the orb in this process.

with group of people in class 

Professor

Self

Death to the group 

Running 

Detained

powers leaked

Failed Training

Home

Ice

Earth/ jail

look for Father

sneaks  into CastleFight his way through

Rescued By fire planet spy

power goes out of control

Runs away from the pirates

Girlfried caught by pirates

Loses total control 

Injures girl 

Tries to escape

Tricked into beliving their on his side

Detained

Other planets unite

leroy is nominated as general to lead the strike

Leroy has a visionfrom his mother, on how to use the orb to escape

fire planet wins and extracts leroys power from orb.

meets with mentor/ unclementor helps excape jail

diverts from mentors advice

head honcho picks on Leroy starts working with head honcho

head honcho angers leroy, leroys orb explodes, killing everyone and himself. Head honcho turns on leroy and kills him

leroys orb explodes, killing everyone and himself. 

fire planet offers leroy a position on their side. 

yes no

realizes theyre lying

Leroy creates peace with the fire king

leroy sneak attacks the fire king,Leroy Defeats the fire king

brings love interest back to earth.

 learns to control the orb 

after beleiving he won the battle, leroy finds his love interest dead on the battlefeild. 

runs into father, he immediately embraces him.making him prince 

as prince, his first duty, is to execute a spy from the fire planet. 

Declaration of war by the fire planet on the ice planet. 


